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The prevailing state of knowledge of two-phase flow in complex systems, as in the nuclear field, usually
leads a certain degree of ad hoc calibration of computational models and the consequent inevitable sub-
jectivity in analyses and assessments. The UPC-ANT Uncertainty Analysis methodology for code assess-
ment attempts to maintain scientifically desired features of models and analyses, by crediting BEPU
analysis and centering the assessment criteria on T-H phenomenology rather than on safety criteria, as
it is the usual practice. An SB-LOCA in the upper head is utilized as a case study, and global, chronological,
FOMs and phenomenological analyses are carried out and illustrated briefly. Overall, it was concluded
that the developed RELAP5 model reproduces all the relevant T-H phenomena to the investigated scenar-
io, either partially or totally, and the BEPU methodology is generally adequate to perturb the underlying
T-H phenomena.
� 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND

license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

For any complex engineering installation, with or without
potential imposed risks, experimental testing and analysis with
computational models are required to protect people and the envi-
ronment, and to attain the expected economic benefits. However,
computational models adequacy and accuracy are dependent on
the prevailing state of knowledge of the involved phenomena
(Levy, 1999). For Nuclear Power Plants (NPPs), the lack of knowl-
edge has been historically overcome with highly conservative
approaches. In recent years, a class of ‘‘nearly realistic”, or Best
Estimate (BE), codes were developed to reduce the many conse-
quences of conservatism, and to benefit from the recent advances
in science and technology- both experimental and computational.
Such codes rely on state-of-the-art scientific knowledge to repro-
duce physical phenomena. In the context of nuclear Thermal–
Hydraulics (T-H), the phenomena of interest are those associated
with fluid flow and heat transfer, with conservative schemes being
avoided, and if included, they should not affect predictions of
parameters directly. Furthermore, such codes shall simulate the
overall behavior of T-H systems under numerous scenarios, thus
they are referred to hereafter as T-H system codes (IAEA, 2010).
Many BE T-H system codes were developed (e.g. RELAP, TRAC,
CATHARE, ATHLET, etc), with the main goal of providing safety
evaluations of transient scenarios. Due to the limited knowledge
of two-phase flow physics and topology, in addition to mechanistic
models, such codes incorporate numerical approximations and
empirical correlations (or closure laws) extensively. Therefore, rig-
orous experimental validation and benchmarking- numerical
schemes or code-to-code- activities have to be performed, which
have been pursued since 1970s (Levy, 1999; Petruzzi and
D’Auria, 2008). The validation process of system codes consists of
three levels: separate effect tests, integral effect tests, and actual
NPP data. Validation activities corresponding to the second level
have been relying heavily, so far, on the so called Integral Test Facil-
ities (ITFs), which are especially designed and downscaled to repro-
duce, as close as possible, T-H phenomenology of their counterpart
NPPs (Petruzzi and D’Auria, 2008).

The process of examining predictions of system codes for their
agreement with various types of experiments (separate, combined
and integral effects, and component tests) is referred to as valida-
tion. The selected set of experimental tests shall envelope the most
important and relevant T-H phenomena which are expected to
take place during the transients of interest, and to be predicted
by the system code. Those phenomena must be, at least, of the first
order in terms of their influence on the T-H system behavior, and if
second order phenomena are included, code predictions would
increase in terms of accuracy and fidelity. Consequently, the suc-
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Nomenclature

AFW Auxiliary Feed-Water
AM Accident Management
ANT Advanced Nuclear Technologies
ATLAS Advanced Thermal–hydraulic test Loop for Accident

Simulation
BE Best Estimate
BEPU Best Estimate Plus Uncertainties
C.F.R Code of Federal Regulations
CCFL Counter-Current Flow Limitation
CET Core Exit Temperature
CL Cold-Leg
CRDM Control Rod Drive Mechanism
CRGT Control Rod Guide Tube
CSAU Code Scaling, Applicability, and Uncertainty evaluation
DC DownComer
DSP Domestic Standard Problem
DVI Direct Vessel Injection
ECCS Emergency Core Cooling System
EJ Expert Judgement
EOP Emergency Operational Procedure
FOM Figure Of Merit
GRS Gesellschaft für Anlagen- und Reaktorsicherheit
HL Hot-Leg
HPSI High Pressure Safety Injection
HTC Heat Transfer Coefficient
ISP International Standard Problem
ITF Integral Test Facility
KAERI Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute
LSC Loop Seal Clearing

MFW Main Feed-Water
MSIV Main Steam Isolation Valve
MSL Main Steam Line
MSLB Main Steam Line Break
MSSV Main Steam Safety Valve
NEA Nuclear Energy Agency
NPP Nuclear Power Plant
OECD Organization for Economic Cooperation and Develop-

ment
PCT Peak Cladding Temperature
PDF Probability Distribution Function
PIRT Phenomena Identification and Ranking Table
R&D Research Development
RC Reflux and Condensation
RCP Reactor Coolant Pump
RPV Reactor Pressure Vessel
SCRAM Safety Control Rod Axe Man
SG Steam Generator
SGRV Steam Generator Relief Valve
SGTR Steam Generator Tube Rupture
SIS Safety Injection System
SIT Safety Injection Tank
SRS Simple Random Sampling
T-H Thermal–Hydraulics
UA Uncertainty Analysis
UH Upper Head
UPC Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya
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cessful validation of a system code leads to a defined envelope of
scenarios for which the system code would be valid and applicable
to use (Levy, 1999). Salomon Levy summarized this as, ‘‘a system
code is only as good as the validation and verification to which it
has been subjected” (Levy, 1999).

Nonetheless, some T-H phenomena or complex interactions
may not be reproduced implicitly or explicitly by system codes
since they are not accounted for in the computational schemes-
either advertently or inadvertently. Furthermore, complex two-
phase flow phenomena are usually geometry dependent; thus,
scaling distortions which are associated with experiments from
ITFs are inevitable (Petruzzi and D’Auria, 2008). Those modelling
challenges reinforce the crucial need for validation in general,
and motivates conducting further application-specific and ‘‘end-
use-oriented” validation exercises, which are referred to as code
assessments.

Since the amendment of evaluation requirements of the nuclear
safety criteria included in the Appendix K to the 10 C.F.R. §50.46 in
August 1988, approaches, procedures and frameworks were devel-
oped and applied to benefit from the Best Estimate (BE) approach-
which must be accompanied by uncertainty analysis (UA) in those
‘‘more realistic” predictions (Levy, 1999). In the late 1990s, T-H
system codes and UAs were considered to have reached an
advanced degree of maturity after releasing few integrated analy-
sis and assessment methodologies. Hence, the Best Estimate Plus
Uncertainty (BEPU) appeared as an acronym that refers to this class
of safety analysis (D’Auria, 2017). Prošek and Mavko (2007)
reviewed the most mature BEPU methods, demonstrations and
licensing applications in the field of nuclear T-H.

Despite the major advantages of BEPU, which are mainly related
to the reduced conservatism and objectivity in the results, this
class of analysis is not broadly utilized as a decision-making tool
2

for nuclear T-H safety. However, BEPU forms a promising and pow-
erful informative-tool to assess for conformity, validity and ade-
quacy of models and codes (Ivanov et al., 2019). Additionally,
post-processing results of BEPU analysis reveals the importance
of input-uncertainty contributors, and this can be relied upon to
plan R&D programmes (e.g. design of experiment, prioritizing
development of code modules, etc) which are aimed at reducing
or managing the output uncertainty (Roy and Oberkampf, 2011;
Martin, 2011).

Oftentimes, high-fidelity and accuracy of simulations are traded
in engineering disciplines to overcome issues arising from limited
knowledge, resources, time, etc. As such, BEPU analyses incorpo-
rate compromises in their frameworks, procedures, computational
tools, etc (Martin, 2011), making it impossible to have a fully objec-
tive methodology. For example, the words of regret and criticism
written by the chairman of the group that developed the process
of Phenomena Identification and Ranking Table (PIRT) are enough
to confirm concerns and doubts about the objectivity of BEPU anal-
yses Zuber, 2010. In other words, additional analyses and practices
must be implemented to support the credibility, applicability and
validity of the results of BEPU analyses, both generically (at the
methodological and computational levels) and specifically (at the
engineering judgement, elicitation and assumption levels)
(Martin, 2011). Additionally, the robustness of BEPU analyses is
an emerging field of research: for example, Ref. Iooss et al.
(2020) illustrates such studies.

A computational model that represents a certain T-H system
usually utilizes numerous number of intrinsically-subjective
user-defined parameters and coefficients, e.g. CCFL coefficients,
critical flow coefficients, numerics, etc (Martin, 2019), due to com-
plexity and limited knowledge of two-phase flow phenomena as
mentioned previously. Those defined parameters, along with the
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rest of the computational model, form the BE part of BEPU, which
will be interchangeably referred to as the base-case. Therefore, user
effect through calibration, expert judgement and justifications are
inherent to the BEPU-class of analyses (Martin, 2011). The propa-
gated input-uncertainties- or Plus Uncertainty part of BEPU- are
meant to substantiate the former BE part. The practice of re-
calibrating the base-case to align simulation results with new
experimental data can be misleading for both informative and
decision-making processes (Roy and Oberkampf, 2011). Addition-
ally, calibration-induced biases could render computational mod-
els as inconsistent due to compensation of error effects (Geiser
et al., 2017).

In essence, calibration of computational models that lacks fun-
damental physical-basis can potentially and severely veil limita-
tions, deficiencies and unexpected behavior in those models. For
example, calibrating a model of specific T-H system under certain
conditions (or scenario) to enhance its performance with respect
to the corresponding experimental data, or so called ad hoc calibra-
tion, shall be performed carefully and underlying risks being in
mind. Moreover, such calibration activities could diminish the
accurate performance of physics-based models when the empirical
region (for which experiments are available and calibration was
performed) is exceeded. This is known as the extrapolation issue
within the scientific community (Rider et al., 2010).

Within the context of nuclear safety analysis, and merely from a
T-H perspective, scalability and extrapolability are the main fea-
tures to maintain when developing computational models. This is
due to the fact that all T-H ITFs are of the downscaled type. Addi-
tionally, the science of accident phenomenology and dynamics
relies heavily on simulation-based information due to limited
capabilities in experimental measurement.

The research group of Advanced Nuclear Technologies (ANT)
from the Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya (UPC) has developed
a methodology to evaluate code accuracy in ITF simulations that
takes into account the aforementioned concepts, i.e., BE predictions
require substantiation, calibration could mask deficiencies and
limitations, scalability and extrapolability shall be inherent fea-
tures of robust physics-based models, etc. Consequently, the
assessment of codes adequacy and accuracy is carried out with a
BEPU-based methodology. In principle, the approach is to combine
and ‘‘relax” quantitative accuracy and qualitative adequacy mea-
sures, which are associated with the base-case and the results of
input-uncertainties propagation. Such an approach takes advan-
tage of the rich-in-findings BEPU analysis, both in terms of phe-
nomenology and statistics. Rigorous investigation of the T-H
phenomenology based on results of BEPU analysis can characterize
shadowed biasing and error compensation effects, which would be
otherwise difficult to identify using BE predictions solely. More-
over, perturbation of T-H phenomenology can be relied upon to
assess the sufficiency of modelling and to understand complex
interactions between phenomena.

In elaboration, the UPC-ANT approach is phenomenology-
centric instead of being safety-criteria-centric; as Geiser and others
(Geiser et al., 2017) recommended that combined and elementary
phenomena should be assessed against experimental data, and
limiting the assessment to safety-criteria-related quantities, e.g.
PCT, is not sufficient. Additionally, experimental measurement
uncertainties would be included in the assessment procedure indi-
rectly since computational uncertainties are much higher, at least
in the field of T-H. Finally, it is worth mentioning that the UPC-
ANT approach is formulated and developed specifically to serve
as a tool for independent assessment of T-H system codes by rely-
ing on experimental data retrieved from ITFs.

The present study intends to draw on the aforementioned con-
cepts, by applying the UPC-ANT approach to the Test B5.1 of OECD/
NEA ATLAS 2 joint project (TRACTEBEL, 2019) as a case study. The
3

main objective is to provide a context for the approach, which is
theoretically reviewed in Section 2. ATLAS ITF, Test B5.1 specifica-
tions and relevance are presented in Section 3. Details about the
computations, the model for RELAP5/MOD3.3 system code and
input for the BEPU analysis, are provided in Section 4. The results
of the various types of performed analyses are presented and dis-
cussed in Section 5.
2. Methodology: the UPC-ANT approach

This study implements a special procedure for code assessment,
which is called the UPC-ANT Uncertainty Analysis methodology. It is
based on the CSAU framework (Boyack et al., 1989), and it propa-
gates input uncertainties to evaluate the uncertainty of the calcu-
lated Figures Of Merit (FOMs) using the order statistics theory that
was proposed and formulated by the GRS (Glaeser, 2008). The the-
oretical basis and elements of the UPC-ANT methodology are pro-
vided in Ref. Freixa et al. (2020).

In short, the expression of the Wilks’ formula based on the
pioneering work of Guba et al. (2003) is used to determine the
required number of code runs, given the characteristic parameters
of the desired tolerance limit, i.e., probability content, confidence
level, and order of application. This number of runs is independent
of the number of selected uncertain input-parameters- in contra-
position to surface response methods. Simple Random Sampling
(SRS) techniques are used to generate randomly-sampled values
of selected uncertain input-parameters based on their correspond-
ing PDFs.

Output uncertainties are represented by two-sided tolerance
intervals, in contrast to applications for safety margin evaluation
in which a single one-sided (upper or lower) tolerance interval is
generally preferred. For purposes of code or model assessment, this
is motivated by the concepts discussed in Section 1, i.e, the assess-
ment is phenomena-centric instead of being centered on the basis
of severity or conservatism of certain safety-related criteria. The
bounded regions formed by tolerance intervals are referred to as
uncertainty bands.

Regarding the user and calibration effects, the computational
representation of the T-H system, referred to as nodalization, are
not explicitly treated as sources of uncertainty. Instead, they are
indirectly minimized through the implementation of broadly
accepted guidelines and quality assurance procedures during the
model development process and prior to performing BEPU analy-
ses. User effects are suppressed following recommendations high-
lighted in Ref. Glaeser (2017), and nodalization-induced effects are
suppressed through geometrical qualification and model verifica-
tion under steady-state conditions as outlined in Ref. Petruzzi
and D’Auria (2008) and Bonuccelli et al. (1993). Further details
on such practices can be found in the aforementioned references.
2.1. The assessment procedure

To retain subjectivity, cohesion and harmony of the analysis,
this section describes and classifies the tools of the code assess-
ment procedure. Both quantitative and qualitative measures are
explained.
2.1.1. Quantitative measures
Those measures are associated with both the base-case and

BEPU results; thus, they contribute to the accuracy and adequacy
assessment.

Scalars. Certain quantities are defined based on their relevance
to the analysis of the transient evolution. Those quantities can be
represented as a: (a) certain event during the transient; (b) fixed
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timing during the transient; (c) phenomenon-related timing or
quantity.

Spans of scalars. Analysis of scalars is extended by incorporating
BEPU results in the form of plots, which are referred to as
percentile-order plots. Those plots are interpreted as the probability
(X-axis) of a selected scalar to be below a specific value (Y-axis),
with respect to the spectrum of BEPU-runs. They represent an
effective tool to lump BEPU results of transients by analyzing the
resultant perturbations of scalars- upper and lower limits of the
Y-axis- which are referred to as spans or calculational envelopes of
scalars.

Time-Dependent parameters. Those are key T-H parameters asso-
ciated with each relevant T-H phenomenon and reflecting the inte-
gral behavior of the T-H system.

Uncertainty bands. Estimated uncertainties in the analyzed
time-dependent parameters are presented in the form of two-
sided tolerance intervals.

2.1.2. Qualitative measures
To begin with, accuracy is a controversial concept that is not

well defined in the field of T-H, due to the complexity of transients
and phenomena taking place in such systems. As such, accuracy is
replaced by ‘‘consistency” in the UPC-ANT approach, i.e., the base-
case model predicts T-H phenomenology that is consistent with
the experiment. This is a direct consequence of the adopted
approach, where inaccuracies (or minor discrepancies) would be
accounted for in the BEPU analysis.

Firstly, scalars and time-dependent parameters of each relevant
T-H phenomenon are analyzed for their agreement with the exper-
iment based on the qualitative assessment criteria of the base-case
accuracy: consistent (C), partially consistent (PC) or inconsistent
(IC). Alternatively, global and chronological analyses of the base-
case results using scalars and time-dependent parameters are car-
ried out to perform this consistency analysis. Obviously, such
assessments involve expert judgement, where discrepancies must
be justified and explained. In one hand, a violation of the exhibited
T-H phenomenology, i.e., a major discrepancy in the chronology of
events and transient dynamics, would render the base-case as in-
consistent, and the model requires further improvements before
proceeding with the methodology. For example, cladding temper-
ature excursion takes place without SGs available as a heat sink
in the experiment, whereas the base-case predicts this excursion
before the loss of the heat sink (SGs). On the other hand, a discrep-
ancy in intensity or timeline of a phenomenon in the base-case
results is not considered as severe deficiency in the model, and
the base-case would be deemed as partially consistent. The accep-
tance of partial consistency, or tolerating some discrepancies, is
motivated by the purpose of suppressing user and calibration
effects.

Secondly, spans and uncertainty bands of each relevant T-H
phenomenon are analyzed for their degree of enveloping the corre-
sponding experimental data based on the qualitative assessment
criteria. Those criteria are: (i) experimental data are well envel-
oped (E); (ii) experimental data are partially enveloped (PE); (iii)
BEPU results are not analyzed for that T-H phenomenon (�). This
step is performed under the FOMs and phenomenological analyses,
where the impact of input-uncertainties propagation on the main
events and on the relevant T-H phenomena of the transient are
investigated. Furthermore, those analyses help in understanding
complex interactions between phenomena as an attempt to iden-
tify potential biasing or error compensation effects, if any.

In relation to uncertainty bands, it should be highlighted that
the degree of their resolution (wide or refined) is beyond the scope
of our analyses since it is an output from the methodology, and it is
not a basis for the application of the method. The basis for defining
the statistical characteristics (e.g., PDF type, range, standard devia-
4

tion, etc) of uncertain input-parameters is reported literature as
findings from analysis of experiments, expert judgement, inverse
problem techniques, etc, as will be described in Section 4.2. Ran-
dom perturbations are performed accordingly, regardless of the
resolution of the resultant uncertainty bands.

Finally, the previous analyses are integrated to give a conclu-
sion, i.e., whether a T-H system code (or code model) is capable
of reproducing a phenomenon or not. Accordingly, the following
assessment criteria are defined:

� Simulated as in the experiment (+)
� Partially simulated as in the experiment (P)
� Not simulated as in the experiment (O)
� Lack of data (�)

3. Integral effect test

3.1. ATLAS facility

KAERI has been operating ATLAS (Advanced Thermal–hydraulic
Test Loop for Accident Simulation) facility for transient and acci-
dent simulations for the OPR1000 and APR1400 NPPs, with the lat-
ter currently in operation in South Korea and UAE. ATLAS is an ITF
that is equipped with both DVI and cold-leg injection lines for
ECCS. It has geometrical similarity with APR1400 by including: 2
hot-legs, 4 cold-legs, integrated annular downcomer, external pip-
ing for DC bypasses, etc (Lee et al., 2018).

Scientific design of ATLAS-ITF was accomplished from the view-
points of both global and local scaling of the most important and
relevant T-H phenomena, based on the Three-Level Scaling Method-
ology formulated by Ishii et al. (1998). It has the following charac-
teristics (Lee et al., 2018):

� 1/2-height, 1/288-volume, full-pressure simulation of APR1400.
� maximum 10% of the scaled nominal core power.
� simulation capability of broad LB, IB- and SB-LOCA scenarios:
hot-legs, cold-legs, DVI lines, upper head, top of pressurizer,
steam generator tube rupture (SGTR), MSLB, mid-loop opera-
tion, etc.

ATLAS-ITF has been successfully utilized to resolve T-H safety
issues and to verify new safety improvements, e.g. the 50th Inter-
national Standard Problem (ISP-50) exercise (Kim et al., 2014), the
first phase of OECD-ATLAS project and a series of Domestic Stan-
dard Problem (DSP) until 2016 (Lee et al., 2018). Modifications of
the facility design were carried out in 2017, with the installation
of new: core simulator; lower plenum of RPV; SITs with enhanced
availability; and additional instruments to measure multi-
dimensional T-H phenomena (Lee et al., 2018). Further details on
the ATLAS facility with configuration diagrams (e.g. fluidic, break
simulation, containment systems, etc) can be consulted in a public
document by Hwang et al. (2019).
3.2. Test B5.1

Test B5.1 benchmark exercise is performed within the frame-
work of the ongoing OECD/NEA ATLAS 2 joint project, hence limited
information will be presented to protect confidentiality and propri-
etary rights. The test is established on the basis of being a counter-
part to the ROSA/LSTF SB-PV-07 test, and detailed pre- and post-
test data of this LSTF test can be found in Ref. Takeda (2018a).
The main objectives of Test B5.1 are (TRACTEBEL, 2019): (a) to
investigate T-H phenomena during SB-LOCA in RPV with accident
management actions; (b) to evaluate and compare T-H system
code capabilities in relation to relevant phenomena; (c) to compare
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the scaling characteristics of the ATLAS facility with other ITFs; (d)
to address the scaling issues of those facilities.

Test B5.1 and LSTF-SB-PV-07 feature a 1% break at the top of
RPV Upper Head (UH), and the break size in the latter corresponds
to the flow area of a whole CRDM penetration nozzle upon ejection
(TRACTEBEL, 2019).

3.2.1. Scenario relevance
In 1979, an SB-LOCA at the Three Mile Island 2 NPP revealed

that safety analyses shall credit accidental scenarios of the SB-
LOCA class as the overall T-H system response is different from
LB-LOCAs (Queral et al., 2014). Furthermore, vessel head wall thin-
ning was identified in 2002 at the Davis Besse reactor in the US,
and it shaded the lights on the importance of SB-LOCAs, especially
in the upper head of the Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV). Such wall
thinning is attributed to the circumferential cracking of a Control
Rod Drive Mechanism (CRDM) penetration nozzle (Takeda,
2018b). For those reasons, SB-LOCAs are deemed as highly relevant
scenarios for safety analyses purposes.

The induced inertial forces by the break are ‘‘proportional” to
the break size; thus, those forces are weak in SB-LOCAs as com-
pared to gravitational forces which dominate the coolant flow
and the primary water inventory distribution by promoting
phase-separation (e.g. stratification surfaces) in the absence of
forced convection (RCPs) (Lewis et al., 1989). Additionally, rates
of coolant discharge (break flow) and primary circuit depressuriza-
tion are much lower in SB-LOCAs than in LB-LOCAs. That’s, the
transient time- to reach core uncovery or to retrieve long-term
cooling- in SB-LOCAs spans a period of time between tens of min-
utes to several hours, depending on: break size, location, orienta-
tion, secondary circuit behavior, core bypasses, design of RPV
internals, etc (Lewis et al., 1989). In essence, the overall system
response during an SB-LOCA scenario is less dynamic, from both
systems actuations and T-H phenomenology perspectives. For
these reasons, SB-LOCAs are troublesome scenarios for the devel-
opment of Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs) and for the
development of modelling capabilities to adequately predict the
overall T-H system response, e.g. using BE T-H system codes
(Aksan, 2004).

3.2.2. Relevant T-H phenomena
One of the main objectives of Test B5.1 is to assess T-H system

codes and model capabilities to simulate the relevant phenomena
of SB-LOCA at the upper head, and to identify modelling options
and uncertain input-parameters which have a significant impact
on code predictions of the main phenomena. The OECD/NEA ATLAS
2 committee recommended a list of the relevant and expected T-H
phenomena, key T-H parameters characterizing those phenomena
and the potentially influential modelling parameters, which are
summarized in Table 1. The list of those parameters is approxima-
tive, since it depends on the adopted T-H system code, correlations
and accessibility for the user (TRACTEBEL, 2019).

It should be highlighted that some phenomena have been
lumped together (e.g. Reflux and Condensation in SGs and CCFL);
to provide a thorough phenomenological analysis. Moreover, this
‘‘lumping” is also used when two phenomena are highly interre-
lated, and distinct key T-H parameters - both in the experiment
and calculation- are either not available or difficult to analyze
individually.
4. RELAP5 model

In this section, the developed computational model represent-
ing the ATLAS-ITF using the T-H system code, RELAP5/MOD3.3
patch04 (US-NRC, 2001), is described, and the selected uncertain
5

input-parameters based on the specified experimental test,
adopted T-H system code and developed model are provided.
4.1. Base-case model

The model is an enhanced version of KAERI-RELAP5-2018
model of ATLAS, which is supplied along with the Test B5.1 speci-
fications. A representative illustration of the original KAERI nodal-
ization of ATLAS-ITF for the ISP-50 DVI-line SB-LOCA can be found
in Ref. Kim and Choi (2015). The nodalization has been enhanced at
UPC in a previous project (Gil, 2019). Moreover, KAERI imple-
mented changes to the RPV of ATLAS in 2017, and relied on a
new experimental method in validating the water inventories of
primary components. Therefore, modifications following configu-
ration changes and as a result of inventory validation are included.
In the model, SISs are aligned to cold-legs, and the break-line sim-
ulating system is connected to the top of RPV upper head, with ini-
tial and boundary conditions configured according to the
experimental data and specifications of Test B5.1.

Model improvements are performed by renodalizing and acti-
vation of special models. Those improvements are done as
enhancements, stabilization, acceleration or model adaptation to
a break in the upper head. A full and comprehensive list of those
modifications with the associated justifications or motivations is
beyond the scope of this study, and can be found in Ref. Al-Awad
(2020). Additionally, special modelling practices and guidelines
are followed, e.g. modelling of CCFL (Freixa et al., 2017), CET
(Freixa et al., 2015) and heat losses to the environment (Freixa
et al., 2020).
4.2. Uncertain input-parameters

Uncertain input-parameters are selected from a comprehensive
list that has been used in projects for the assessment of T-H system
codes at ANT research group of UPC, and it includes code parame-
ters, boundary and initial conditions. Additionally, the selected
parameters are consistent with those recommended by the
OECD/NEA ATLAS 2 committee to analyze the key T-H phenomena
of Test B5.1, which is specifically generated for an SB-LOCA in
the upper head.

Selection of uncertain input-parameters is based on their rele-
vance and importance to the T-H phenomenology that is expected
in the specific transient or accident scenario being analyzed. Addi-
tionally, parameters which are specific to the subject T-H system
and are difficult to measure or associated with high uncertainties
when specified based on measurements can be selected as well,
e.g. MSSVs discharge coefficient, form loss coefficients of bypasses
and spacer grids, etc. Those parameters are presented as either: (i)
absolute quantities with units (e.g. pressures, temperatures, etc);
(ii) normalized unitless quantities in the form of multipliers or con-
stants (e.g. core power, CCFL coefficients, etc).

Table 2 lists the selected uncertain input-parameters to perform
the BEPU analysis, and they are grouped according to the phe-
nomenon or component of interest. Additionally, it includes a
description of PDFs type and ranges of variation of those parame-
ters, which are essential for the SRS techniques. The ranges of vari-
ation are presented as either: (i) intervals for uniform probability
distributions; (ii) �2r or [l;r] for normal and log-normal proba-
bility distributions; (iii) list of vertices for trapezoidal probability
distributions. The basis of PDFs type and ranges of variation are
reported findings in literature, facility description report- espe-
cially for measurement uncertainties- or expert judgement (EJ).
Table 2 refers to references on which PDFs type and ranges of vari-
ation are based.



Table 1
The list of relevant T-H phenomena to Test B5.1, key T-H parameters and potentially influential modelling parameters.

Phenomenon Key T-H Parametersy Influential Modelling Parameters

Critical Flow at the Break
- Primary pressure - Critical flow discharge coefficients
- Break mass flow-rate - Break orientation
- Integrated break discharged-mass - Entrainment options
- Void fraction at the break plane - Break-line modelling

Mixture (Swell) Level Formation in the UH
- Collapsed water level in the UH - Mixture level tracking module
- Void fraction at the break - Interphase friction coefficient

- Initial fluid temperature in the UH

Core Water Level and Uncovery
- Core water level and void fraction profile along the core when cladding
temperature excursion starts

- Interphase friction correlations or multipliers

- Core collapsed water level - Heater rods heat transfer correlations or multipliers
- Upper plenum collapsed water level
- Downcomer collapsed water level

Heat Transfer to Secondary Circuit
- SGs riser collapsed-water level - Bundle heat transfer correlations
- MSSVs integrated discharge - Critical flow discharge coefficient at MSSVs and SGRVs
- SGRVs integrated discharge

Natural Circulation
- Primary loops mass flow-rate - Pressure losses across loops and U-tubes
- Hot-legs, cold-legs, U-tubes primary side and upper plenum collapsed
water levels

- Interphase friction correlations or multipliers

Reflux and Condensation in SGs
- SGs thermal power - HTCs correlations: wall-to-vapor
- Upper plenum, hot-legs and U-tubes primary side collapsed water levels - CCFL correlations and coefficients at different primary locations
- Primary and secondary systems pressure - HTCs for heat losses

Core Exit Temperature Prediction
- CET and PCT time trends - Axial and radial core power profile
- Dynamics of steam superheating - HTCs correlations: wall-to-vapor
- Dynamics of cladding temperature excursion - Metallic structures in and above the core region in terms of total

volume and heat transfer area
- K-Loss factors (or friction coefficients) of core spacer grids

Loop Seal Clearing and Refilling
- Intermediate-legs collapsed water level, both in ascending and descending
legs

- DC bypasses modelling: K-Loss factors, flow areas

- Differential pressures between cold-legs and upper plenum - Reverse flow modelling in RCPs
- Pressure losses across primary loops

Bypasses and Differential Pressures
- Mass flow-rates - Flow areas
- Differential pressures - K-Loss factors
- Primary inventory distribution

y Some parameters are not experimentally measured at the facility, and other parameters are not directly available in T-H system codes.
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5. Results

In this section, the model and base-case qualification are
described, FOMs and phenomenological analyses of the transient
phase are illustrated, and outcomes of the code assessment are pro-
vided. Finally, statistical results are presented at the end, as a com-
plementary analysis and to demonstrate additional uses of BEPU
results.

It is important to bear in mind that the investigated scenario is
quite long and complex with many TH phenomena. Therefore, the
whole process is described but the presentation of results is ori-
ented towards the code assessment purpose. Additionally, the phe-
nomenological analysis is only detailed for some of the relevant T-
H phenomena.
5.1. Steady-State phase

The extensive user interference with this class of analysis
requires several verification procedures. Firstly, procedures con-
cerning the base-case model are applied: (a) to qualify the model
6

geometrically in terms of water inventories and heat transfer areas
by utilizing the facility design data; (b) to qualify the model perfor-
mance during the steady-state phase by comparing experimentally
measured and calculated steady-state key T-H parameters. The
base-case model successfully passed those verification tests with
discrepancies within the specified tolerances, which are estab-
lished based on accepted modelling and measurement errors.

Secondly, concerning spectra of BEPU-runs, or computerized
algorithms used to generate those spectra, verification procedures
are applied which focus on: (a) consistency between characteristic
statistical parameters of the sampled populations and their refer-
ence parameters; (b) robustness and stability of the developed
computational model by performing 1000 ‘‘null-transient” calcula-
tions of BEPU-runs and statistically analyzing some key T-H
parameters. The latter helps in unveiling any malfunctions of mod-
elled control systems or imposed boundary conditions as a result
of perturbing uncertain input-parameters, and to guarantee that
perturbed steady-state conditions in BEPU-runs are attained before
accident initiation. Spectra of BEPU-runs passed those verification
tests. Overall, it is concluded that up to this point the UPC-ANT
Uncertainty Analysis methodology is correctly implemented.



Table 2
The list of selected uncertain input-parameters for the application of the UPC-ANT Uncertainty Analysis methodology.

Input parameter (with abbreviation) PDF Range Ref.

Heat Transfer in the Core
film boiling HTC: wall-to-liquid (ufilml) uniform [0.74, 1.29] Freixa et al. (2016)
film boiling HTC: wall-to-gas (ufilmv) uniform [0.49, 3.43] Freixa et al. (2016)
nucleate boiling HTC: saturated (uboilsat) trapezoid [0.76,

0.86,1.19, 1.43]
Wicket et al. (1998)

nucleate boiling HTC: subcooled (uboilsub) uniform [0.35, 2.50] Wicket et al. (1998)
core powery (power) normal �0:7% Lee et al. (2018)

Break Flow
break discharge coefficient: for orifice with Henry-Fauske model (BrDis) uniform [0.55, 1.00] EJ�

break thermal nonequilibrium coefficient: Henry-Fauske model (BrNE) uniform [0.14, 20.14] EJ

Pressurizer
pressurizer pressure (PZRpr) normal �0:039 MPa Lee et al. (2018)
pressurizer water level (PZRlv) normal �0:12 m Lee et al. (2018)

Flow Repartition
k-loss⁄ for DC-UH bypass (UHbpKL) log-

normal
[0.0; 0.42] Perez et al. (2011)

k-loss for DC–HL bypass (HLbpKL) log-
normal

[0.0; 0.42] Perez et al. (2011)

k-loss for break orifice (BrkKL) log-
normal

[0.0; 0.42] Perez et al. (2011)

k-loss for core spacer grids (CoGriKL) uniform [0.9, 1.1] Wicket et al. (1998)

ECCS
SITs pressure (AccPr) normal �0:039 MPa Lee et al. (2018)
SITs water level (AccVliq) normal �0:10 m Lee et al. (2018)
SITs temperature (AccTemp) normal �2:40 K Lee et al. (2018)
HPSI water temperature (HpsiTp) normal �2:40 K Lee et al. (2018)
HPSI actuation delay (HpsiDel) uniform [0, 10] sec EJ

Initial Conditions
primary loop mass flow-rate (SSCET) normal �13% Lee et al. (2018)
secondary loop pressure (SGspr) normal �0:039 MPa Lee et al. (2018)
SGs water level (SGslv) normal �0:14 m Lee et al. (2018)

SGs
u-tubes heat transfer area (usghta) uniform [0.75, 1.25] Wicket et al. (1998)

Heat Losses to the Environment
HTCs imposed independently for: RPV, SGs (HLsec), hot-legs, cold-legs (HLcoldL), pressurizer, upper

head and upper downcomer (HLdcSS)
uniform [0.9, 1.0] EJ

CCFL
at upper core plate, CRGTs and holes: gas intercept (ccflupc) uniform [0.5, 1.5] EJ, Freixa et al. (2019)
at upper core plate, CRGTs and holes: slope (ccflupm) uniform [0.5, 1.5] EJ, Freixa et al. (2019)
at SGs inlet plena: gas intercept (ccflsgic) uniform [0.52, 0.95] Freixa et al. (2019) and Issa and

Macian (2011)
at SGs inlet plena: slope (ccflsgim) uniform [0.397, 1.0] Freixa et al. (2019) and Issa and

Macian (2011)
at U-tubes sheet: gas intercept (ccflutc) uniform [0.5, 1.5] EJ, Freixa et al. (2019)
at U-tubes sheet: slope (ccflutm) uniform [0.5, 1.5] EJ, Freixa et al. (2019)

⁄ Those coefficients represent the singular pressure loss (friction) factors at geometrical discontinuities, or formally known as form factors.
� Expert Judgement: due to lack of information in literature.
y Measurement uncertainties of ATLAS are evaluated in accordance with ASME performance test codes 19.1, and reported as �2rwith 95% confidence level as retrieved from
Ref. Lee et al. (2018).
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5.2. Transient phase

The simulated transient phase of Test B5.1 is the main region of
interest for the code assessment methodology. This section is
devoted for the drawn conclusions about the code accuracy and
adequacy, as such, global and chronological analyses will only be
briefly illustrated.
5.2.1. Global and chronological analyses
Extensive analyses of T-H phenomenology and chronology of

events shall be performed for both the base-case and the experi-
ment, and agreement with theoretical or experimental descrip-
tions of similar scenarios reported in literature shall be checked.
Nevertheless, the analyses shall be thorough since T-H transients
are highly dependent on many factors, e.g. break location, orienta-
tion and size, design of RPV internals, etc.
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Concisely, Fig. 1 presents the most relevant T-H transient vari-
ables, which can be adopted to draw a global overview of the tran-
sient. Those variables are: primary and secondary systems
pressures; integrated discharged-mass through the break, and
through MSSVs and SGRVs; core and upper head collapsed
water-levels.

After accident initiation, the primary system pressure drops
drastically, as a result of expelling a significant amount of sub-
cooled liquid. Shortly after that, the flow at the break transits from
subcooled critical flow to two-phase critical flow. Thereafter, the pri-
mary system pressure approaches the secondary system pressure
asymptotically, and it reaches a stable plateau phase at which
the break flow transits to single-phase vapor critical flow. During
this same period, single-phase natural circulation takes place in
the primary circuit and quickly transits to two-phase flow before
the break flow transitioning to two-phase critical flow. Natural circu-
lation in the primary circuit ceases shortly after the depletion of the



Fig. 1. Main quantities of interest for the base-case. From top to bottom: primary
and secondary system pressures; integrated discharged mass through the break,
MSSVs and SGRVs; core and upper head collapsed water-levels. Normalization is
based on the corresponding experimental values prior to break initiation.

Table 3
Relative error in transient timeline of the base-case calculation.

Event Conditiony R. Error

Short Initial-Phase
Break valve opening Transient Time is 0 0%
Primary coolant pumps trip Transient Time is 0 0%
Generation of SCRAM signal Primary pressure < 0.835 �7:3%
MSIVs closure & MFW trip SCRAM signal without delay �7:3%
First opening of MSSVs SG steam-dome pressure > 0.517 �13:0%
Last opening of MSSVs SG steam-dome pressure > 0.517 þ4:5%
Core decay heat initiation SCRAM signal with delay �6:2%
Long Dynamic-Phase1st AM action CET > 1.04 �22:0%
First opening of SITs Primary pressure < 0.29 �14:6%
Second opening of SITs After first opening of SITs þ1:7%
2nd AM action Primary pressure < 0.257 þ7:4%

y Pressures and temperatures are normalized with respect to those of Hot-Leg 1 and
CET under steady-state conditions, respectively.
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upper head water inventory, with a preferred flow path towards
the break in the upper head.

Thereafter, the primary circuit cooling is achieved through the
break flow, heat losses to the environment and steam condensation
on the inner walls of U-tubes- given available water inventory in
SGs. The latter is referred to as reflux-and-condensation. These cool-
ing mechanisms maintain the primary circuit at a ‘‘relatively”
stable state, i.e., pressure, as long as the heat removed balances
the core decay and stored heat. With the continuously decreasing
decay heat of the core, this ‘‘break-even” state is terminated as a
result of the break size being large enough to discharge heat more
than what is generated and stored in the primary circuit. Conse-
quently, the primary system pressure falls below that of the sec-
ondary system, which eliminates the availability of SGs as a heat
sink. Hence, the core water level depresses and the first core uncov-
ery begins. Steam generation in the core, along with a potential
steam binding effect, promotes Loop Seal Clearing (LSC), thus
reflooding the core and terminating the first core uncovery.

LSC enhances the primary circuit depressurization, where its
heat is removed through the break flow and heat losses only.
Hence, the second core uncovery progresses severely, and steam
superheating becomes possible by the uncovered heater walls in
the upper active core region. Once the Core Exit Temperature
(CET) exceeds the pre-set limit, HPSI system is initiated without
delay as a 1st AM action and it injects subcooled water in the
cold-legs. ECC water starts refilling the downcomer, cold-legs and
the lower plenum almost immediately, and shortly after that the
core reflooding starts and cladding temperature excursion is termi-
nated later.

SITs injection is passively actuated once the primary system
pressure drops below a pre-set value, which stops shortly after that
due to extensive steam generation and the consequent increase in
the primary system pressure. Meanwhile, RPV and primary loops
refilling through HPSI injection continues along with slow primary
circuit depressurization due to the suppressed rate of steam gener-
ation as compared to the rate of steam discharge through the
break. Thereafter, SIT’s check valves re-open again resulting in
the enhancement of the primary circuit depressurization and
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replenishment processes. The 2nd AM action, i.e., fully opening
SGRVs and AFW system initiation, is triggered once the primary
system pressure falls below a pre-set value. The transient is termi-
nated with the primary system pressure stabilizing above that of
the secondary system, and the primary circuit is almost fully
refilled.

In general, the exhibited T-H phenomena in the base-case
results are generally consistent with those reported in the relevant
literature (e.g. see Ref. Lewis et al., 1989), and they are observed in
both the base-case results and Test B5.1.

Regarding the timeline of the transient evolution- both in the
experiment and the base-case, it can be split into three chronolog-
ical phases as follows:

� Short initial-phase: begins with the break, and it ends with the
cease of the two-phase natural circulation,

� Long intermediate-phase: characterized by the reflux-and-
condensation as a main primary circuit cooling mechanism,

� Long dynamic-phase: begins with the loss of SGs as a heat sink
and the consequent core heat-up and uncovery, and it lasts till
the end of the transient.

Nonetheless, the transition limits between those chronological
phases are not definitive due to the complexity of T-H phenomena.
Table 3 illustrates the relative error in the calculational timings
(with respect to the experimental test) for a list of events, i.e., oper-
ator actions and automatic actuations.

Overall, the base-case results are considered to be partially
consistent with the experimental data of Test B5.1, in terms of
T-H phenomenology and chronology.

In principle, discrepancies in the initial-phase are attributed to
MSLs and MSSVs modelling, and to the total amount of heat trans-
ferred to SGs during this phase. In the long dynamic-phase, some
events are greatly under-predicted by the model, which is attribu-
ted to the fact that the total transient-time is relatively long, and
accumulation of error, early occurrence or absence of key T-H phe-
nomena drive the simulation towards a different evolutional sce-
nario. Additionally, those events are highly dependent on the
course of the transient evolution during the first two phases, i.e.,
the initial- and intermediate-phases. Nonetheless, the highlighted
discrepancies do not imply a severe type of model deficiencies,
and indeed perturbation of T-H phenomenology upon performing
BEPU analysis would account for such effects.
5.2.2. Analysis of figures of merit
In this section, the most relevant FOMs that characterize the

phenomenology of the scenario are analyzed. Each particular
FOM is compared to the results of the BEPU analysis. The results



Table 4
A comprehensive summary of percentile-order plots representing the defined scalars.

Scalar Exp.
Per.y

R.
Error

Span

Major Quantities
Time of 1st UH water inventory

depletion
82 �26.3% [�36.0%, +8.8%]

Cease of Reflux�Condenser mode 39 +3.7% [�58.7%,
+56.6%]

Maximum attained CET 88 �2.6% [�5.8%, +2.8%]
Maximum attained PCT out �12.7% [�18.4%,

�4.4%]
PCT when CET reaches 623-K out �11.7% [�13.3%,

�8.3%]
Time of maximum CET 91 �24.8% [�65.6%, +2.2%]
Time of maximum PCT 89 �23.2% [�65.1%, +3.5%]
Core water level at maximum CET out �27.1% [�57.6%,

�3.6%]
Core water level at maximum PCT 51 �2.3% [�32.7%,

+16.3%]
Minimum core water level 69 +3.3% [�48.3%,

+27.6%]
Time of minimum core water level 85 �22.7% [�67.7%, +5.1%]

Actuations
Time of SCRAM signal 62 �7.2% [�14.4%,

+36.7%]
Time of 1st AM 82 �22.6% [�67.3%, +5.7%]
Time of first SITs opening 52 �14.6% [�32.1%,

+36.0%]
Time of 2nd AM 27 +7.4% [�31.7%,

+36.1%]

Integrated Break Discharged Mass
at 18.2% of transient time 65 �1.1% [�21.8%,

+15.4%]
at maximum CET out �13.2% [�54.3%,

�10.6%]
at maximum PCT out �12.2% [�53.9%,

�9.7%]
at end of transient 41 +3.4% [�12.7%,

+34.2%]

y This is the percentile-order corresponding to the experimental value of the scalar.
If ‘‘out”, it means the experimental value of the scalar is not enveloped by the
spectrum of BEPU-runs.

Fig. 2. Percentile-Order plot of the scalar representing the timing at which the
water-inventory of the upper head depletes.

Fig. 3. Percentile-Order plot of the scalar representing the timing at which reflux-
and-condensation primary cooling mechanism ceases.
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of the analysis are presented in Table 4, where the characteristics
of percentile-order plots are summarized and collapsed. Moreover,
the inferred findings will be merged with those of the phenomeno-
logical analysis (Section 5.2.3). Table 4 lists the defined scalars, the
percentile-order associated with each experimental value (Exp.
Per.), relative error (R. Error) between base-case calculational and
experimental values, and ranges spanned by the spectrum of the
BEPU-runs. The latter, which is labelled as span, is reported as
the relative error of calculational Y-axis limits (of percentile-
order plots) with respect to the corresponding experimental val-
ues. The lower and upper Y-axis limits are those associated with
the 3.2th and 96.8th percentile-order, respectively.

To ensure completeness, percentile-order plots of two defined
scalars are illustrated and explained herein. Firstly, Fig. 2 depicts
the percentile-order plot corresponding to the first depletion tim-
ing of the upper head water-inventory. It is evident that this scalar
is under-predicted in the base-case; however, the BEPU spectrum
envelopes the experimental value, which lies at the 82th
percentile-order. Additionally, there is a tendency in the BEPU
spectrum to predict this scalar with a value greater than that of
the base-case, which lies at the 26th percentile-order. Secondly,
Fig. 3 depicts the percentile-order plot corresponding to the timing
at which reflux-and-condensation primary cooling mechanism
ceases. The excellent agreement between the base-case and the
experiment is evident, and the shape of the curve indicates that
the model exhibited sufficient perturbation of the relevant T-H
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phenomena- as inferred from the location of the base-case value
on the curve. Such findings and observations are used to assess
the quality of the selection process of uncertain input-
parameters and the sufficiency of modelling to capture the relevant
T-H phenomena. The aforementioned quality and sufficiency are
important collectively to ensure sufficient perturbation of T-H phe-
nomenology, thus validating the adopted BEPU methodology.
5.2.3. Phenomenological analysis
The analysis is illustrated for two of the relevant T-H phenom-

ena only, where the complete list is presented in Section 3.2.2.
Critical flow at the break. Distinct thermodynamic conditions of

the break flow are generally evident in the collapsed water-level of
the upper head, integrated discharged-mass through the break and
the primary system pressure (shown in Fig. 1). Fig. 4 illustrates the
integrated discharged-mass through the break, a related T-H vari-
able, with experimental data and estimated uncertainty band.

Accordingly, thermodynamic conditions of the break flow are
described using time-windows (or phases) as follows:



Fig. 4. Integrated discharged-mass through the break: Test B5.1, base-case and the
estimated uncertainty band.

Fig. 5. Core collapsed water-level: Test B5.1, base-case and the estimated uncer-
tainty band.
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(I) sub-cooled water critical flow: from beginning of the transient
until the pressure of the upper head reaches the saturation
pressure corresponding to the temperature of the upper
head water inventory. This indicates the importance of the
initial temperature of the upper head and upper
downcomer- due to the heat exchange. Furthermore, this
is emphasized by the very high mass flow-rate during this
phase, and the short time-window during which the upper
head water inventory would not be affected greatly by the
induced non-equilibrium and transient effects. By the end
of this phase, the pressurizer water level falls to zero. During
this phase, the preferred flow path is from the core to the
upper head, which explains the maintained collapsed
water-level of the upper head (shown in Fig. 1).

(II) two-phase critical flow: begins with a significant drop in the
break mass flow-rate, thus reducing the depressurization
rate of the primary circuit. This phase ends as a consequence
of the continued depressurization and the low (or non-
existent) swell water-level in the upper head, thus rendering
water entrainment effects as insignificant. During this phase,
extensive voiding in the upper head causes a reduction in
the collapsed water-level, and the additional pressure losses
induced by the two-phase flow impede the compensation of
the upper head water inventory. However, there is still suf-
ficient mass flow-rate (path-to-break) from the core to the
upper head to stabilize the upper head water level.

(III) single-phase vapor critical flow: during this phase, the break
mass flow-rate tends to gradually decrease as a result of
the decreasing upstream (primary circuit) pressure, and pri-
mary loops are under flow stagnation conditions (most of
the time).

(IV) two-phase critical flow: can be observed near the end of the
transient. This is a consequence of the advancing RPV
replenishment process, where substantial water level in
the upper head is retrieved. Additionally, Nitrogen leaking
to the upper head- when SITs are depleted- can cause a
slight increase in the upper head pressure, thus enhancing
the saturated mixture conditions near the break.

In relation to those quantities of interest, base-case results are
generally consistent with Test B5.1, and the corresponding uncer-
tainty bands envelope the experimental data sufficiently. Addition-
ally, it can be concluded that the critical flow phenomenon at the
break is well perturbed by the BEPU methodology. Overall, this
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phenomenon is considered as simulated as in the experiment (+),
from the code assessment perspective.

Core water level and uncovery. Firstly, it is important to note that
swell water-level is not available in the calculations or Test B5.1
data; therefore, the analysis will rely on the collapsed water-
level. Secondly, small biases are expected in experimental mea-
surements of collapsed water-levels, due to some inconsistencies
between the actual measurement locations (taps) and the corre-
sponding calculational nodes, and due to other dynamic effects
(e.g. velocity head).

Fig. 5 depicts the core collapsed water-level. In essence, the
base-case calculation predicts an earlier onset of core heat-up
and uncovery (with respect to Test B5.1). This discrepancy in the
timeline of the underlying T-H phenomena represents the main
disagreement with the corresponding experimental data.

In relation to the intensity of T-H phenomena playing a role in
the core water level and uncovery, it is well reproduced by the
model. For instance, swelling of core water-level after the end of
the ‘‘blowdown” phase is consistent with Test B5.1, this seen as a
stabilized and reduced core collapsed water-level until the end of
reflux-and-condensation mode. Additionally, collapsed water-
level of the core at its global minimum and at the time of maxi-
mum PCT are consistent with Test B5.1, as inferred from the corre-
sponding scalars in Table 4.

An exception regarding the consistency of the aforementioned
intensity is the overestimation of the first core water-level depres-
sion prior to core reflooding by the occurrence of the loop seal clear-
ing phenomenon. This can be attributed to the underestimated
maximum differential pressure that is building up between the
upper-plenum and cold-legs, which would be required to trigger
the clearing of seals. A lower pressure in cold-legs under-predicts
the impedance of core uncovery, thus leading to an exaggerated
depression. Special sensitivity studies revealed that this behavior
is a consequence of modelling simplifications for CRGTs,
downcomer-to-upper-head and downcomer-to-hot-legs bypasses,
which highly affect the prediction of the collapsed water-level in
the upper downcomer region.

Overall, base-case results of core water level and uncovery are
partially consistent with Test B5.1, with discrepancies mainly in
the timeline of the underlying T-H phenomena. Furthermore,
uncertainty bands and spans of scalars indicate partial enveloping
of experimental data, and sufficient perturbation of the underlying
phenomena. Therefore, core water level and uncovery is considered
as partially simulated as in the experiment (P), from the code assess-
ment perspective.



Table 5
Summary of the base-case accuracy, BEPU adequacy and outcomes of the code
assessment approach for the relevant T-H phenomena to Test B5.1.

Phenomenon Base-Casey BEPUy Outcomey

Critical Flow at the Break C E +
Mixture Level Formation in the UH PC E +
Core Water Level and Uncovery PC PE P
Heat Transfer to Secondary Circuit PC PE P
Natural Circulation PC E +
Reflux and Condensation in SGs C E +
Core Exit Temperature Prediction PC PE P
Loop Seal Clearing and Refilling PC - P
Bypasses and Differential Pressures PC PE P

y According to the qualitative assessment criteria, see Section 2.1.2.

Fig. 6. Pearson’s correlation analysis between the random perturbations of
uncertain input-parameters and a set of defined scalars.

Fig. 7. Spearman’s correlation analysis between the random perturbations of
uncertain input-parameters and a set of defined scalars.
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5.3. Summary of code assessment

Table 5 summarizes the outcomes of the UPC-ANT code assess-
ment approach for the relevant T-H phenomena to Test B5.1. The
summary includes the base-case accuracy (or consistency), BEPU
adequacy and the final outcome. It is concluded that the developed
model is capable of reproducing all the relevant T-H phenomena,
either partially or totally, and the BEPU methodology is generally
adequate to perturb the underlying T-H phenomena.

5.4. Statistical analysis

Statistical analyses of the spectrum of BEPU-runs are presented
to assess the influence of the selected uncertain input-parameters
on the course of the transient evolution. This is done by examining
the variability of some defined scalars.

5.4.1. Influence of uncertain input-parameters
Pearson’s (or Sample) and Spearman’s correlation coefficients

are adopted for this purpose. Pearson’s coefficient assumes linear-
ity between the assessed variables, i.e., the relationship between
FOMs of the transient and perturbations of uncertain input-
parameters. Whereas Spearman’s coefficient uses nonparametric
statistics without assumptions about the underlying populations.
It should be highlighted that correlation coefficients do not neces-
sarily imply a ‘‘causation” relationship between the examined vari-
ables. Instead, they establish an ‘‘association” relationship, which
can be examined further for potential causations.

To collapse the overview of the analysis, the main and most
informative scalars- without redundancy or strong
interdependency- of the transient scenario are presented only. Fur-
thermore, correlation coefficients are statistical measures, and
their confidence is dependent on the population size. Therefore,
magnitudes of correlation coefficients exceeding a certain thresh-
old are presented only. The threshold value is calculated in a sim-
ilar manner as in Ref. Martin (2011), and it is found to be
qmin ¼ 0:1716. This practice is useful to statistically exclude non-
physical and misleading findings with insufficient statistical confi-
dence. Finally, it should be highlighted that statistical tests (quan-
titative and dispersion plots) were analyzed extensively to check
for non-monotonic correlations, and none were detected (or at
least were insignificant).

Figs. 6 and 7 depict Pearson’s and Spearman’s correlation coef-
ficients based on analyzing a set of defined scalars associated with
the spectrum of BEPU-runs. In these figures, the designated abbre-
viations of the appearing uncertain input-parameters are listed in
Table 2, and the defined scalars are, from top to bottom: time of
first UH water inventory depletion, time of Reflux-Condenser mode
cessation, maximum PCT, time of maximum PCT, maximum CET,
PCT when CET exceeds 623-K, minimum core collapsed water-
level and time of minimum core collapsed water-level.
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With reference to Figs. 6 and 7, it can be observed that the break
discharge coefficient (‘‘BrDis”), for critical flow modelling, is the
dominant uncertain input-parameter, and it is the major source
of uncertainty in predicting the transient evolution and dynamics.
Additionally, the influence of heat losses to the environment is
comparable to other code-based uncertain input-parameters, e.g.
film boiling HTC wall-to-gas (‘‘ufilmv”). As an example of mislead-
ing findings, which are caused by limited analyzed populations and
the probabilistic nature of the threshold value, is the ‘‘AccPr”
parameter, which appears to be correlated to ‘‘Time of RC”. This
correlation is unphysical since it is inconsistent with the chronol-
ogy of events, i.e., accumulators injection starts long after the
end of the RC phase, and accumulators system do not contribute
to the transient dynamics during the RC phase.

Of particular interest is the non-linear behavior exhibited by the
correlation between the minimum attained core collapsed water-
level and the break discharge coefficient, which can be seen in
Fig. 6 as a substantial difference between magnitudes of the corre-
sponding Pearson’s and Spearman’s coefficients. This is due to the
fact that the core heat-up and uncovery phenomenon is a function of
complex interactions between many T-H phenomena taking place
at different phases during the transient. To better illustrate this



Fig. 8. Dispersion of the minimum core collapsed water-level with respect to the
break discharge coefficient.
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non-linearity, Fig. 8 shows the dispersion of predicted values of the
minimum attained core collapsed water-level and the correspond-
ing randomly-sampled values of the break discharge coefficient,
within the spectrum of BEPU-runs. A bifurcation is apparent, with
‘‘BrDis” values exceeding 0.9, and it indicates the existence of a
‘‘cliff-edge” effect (Ambrosini et al., 1994). This effect is sufficiently
captured by the BEPU methodology since the range of random
sampling of ‘‘BrDis” is wide enough, thus assuring the adequacy
of input-uncertainties propagation.
6. Conclusion

Stemming from the current capabilities and limitations in T-H
system codes, and from concepts related to calibration, validation,
accuracy and adequacy of codes and models, the UPC-ANT Uncer-
tainty Analysis methodology was developed, which incorporates
and credits BEPU analysis in the framework of code assessment.
Being phenomenology-centric, this approach attempts to maintain
the desired features of computational models representing T-H
systems (specifically ITFs), i.e., scalability, extrapolability, robust-
ness and realistic. Test B5.1 of the OECD/NEA ATLAS 2 joint project,
featuring an SB-LOCA in the upper head, was used as a case study
to illustrate the methodology and to highlight challenges and com-
plexities encountered in the field of nuclear T-H.

Preliminary analyses were conducted to qualify the base-case
geometrically, and its performance under steady-state conditions.
Uncertain input-parameters were selected from a comprehensive
in–house list, based on their relevance to the expected and domi-
nant T-H phenomena in the investigated scenario. The generated
spectrum of BEPU-runs was qualified for consistency of the
randomly-sampled populations with the reference populations,
and for stability and robustness of the computational model under
perturbed conditions.

Through global and chronological analyses of the transient
phase, it was concluded that the base-case results are partially con-
sistent with Test 5.1, since discrepancies, mainly in the timeline of
some T-H phenomena, were detected. Motivated by the ‘‘risk” of
calibration, and bearing in mind the credit of BEPU analysis in
the adopted code assessment, the base-case was deemed as suit-
able to perform BEPU analysis.

FOMs analysis was presented through percentile-order plots,
which contain valuable information about perturbation sufficiency
of T-H phenomena and transient dynamics, and serving as an effec-
tive tool to lump BEPU results.

Phenomenological analysis was presented for only two of the
relevant T-H phenomena, where BEPU results are illustrated
through the estimated uncertainty bands. Namely, underlying
12
dynamics of the critical flow at the break and core water level and
uncovery were analyzed, and the two T-H phenomena were con-
cluded to be simulated and partially simulated as in Test B5.1,
respectively. Outcomes of the adopted code assessment approach
were presented for each relevant T-H phenomena to Test 5.1. Over-
all, it was concluded that the developed RELAP5 model is capable
of reproducing all the relevant T-H phenomena, either partially
or totally, and the BEPU methodology is generally adequate to per-
turb the underlying T-H phenomena.

A complementary statistical analysis was presented to demon-
strate additional uses of BEPU results. The break discharge coeffi-
cient was determined to be the dominant uncertain input-
parameter, and that heat losses to the environment are challenging
to model and can have influence compared to code-based uncer-
tainties in relatively long transient scenarios, e.g. an SB-LOCA.
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